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Add a touch of Northern Michigan to your next cocktail. 

Mammoth lavender vodka captures the quintessential 

botanical flavors of the region for you to enjoy any 

time of the year. With delicate herbal and floral notes 

from fresh lavender infusion, this delightful vodka 

fully embodies the region’s rolling lavender fields on 

a breezy, sunny summer day. Almost gin-like with 

a gentle, yet unmistakable flavor profile, Mammoth 

lavender vodka is perfect over ice or to add a unique 

and exciting note to most herbacious cocktails.

STYLE  
Infused Vodka

MASH BILL  
100% corn

SIZE 750ml   

ABV 40% (80 proof)

SHELF PRICE $29.99

MANUFACTURER  
Mammoth Distilling, LLC

MLCC PRODUCT CODE  
31381

DISTRIBUTOR  
Imperial Beverage

TASTING NOTES   Robust with aromatic and floral lavender, giving 
way to hints of mint and rosemary in the finish.

PRODUCT NOTES Our exceptional infused vodkas are crafted 
using only the finest produce of Northern Michigan. Plump, 
sun-ripened Michigan strawberries from Brownwood Acres are 
harvested at the peak of their sweetness, ensuring that their juicy, 
fruity flavor is unmistakably captured in every sip. Delightfully 
tart rhubarb from nearby King Orchards adds just enough earthy 
counterbalance to brightly harmonize in a burst of summertime 
freshness. Enjoy on the rocks, or as a spritzer with a splash of soda 
and a fresh strawberry garnish.

Mammoth strawberry rhubarb vodka is just one offering in our 
new series of summertime infusions. Our cherry vodka lusciously 
showcases the taste of Michigan’s signature fruit at its pure, 
unadulterated best. And our lavender vodka delivers a subtle but 
distinctly floral note that highlights an equally pleasant but much 
more botanical profile of the three. We love all the wonderful 
flavors of summertime in Northern Michigan, and are excited 
to finally offer a line of spirits dedicated to recreating a slice of 
summer year round.

LAVENDER VODKA


